Zeesi

Illuminations from Jerusalem
Ketubah Personalization Form
client name
phone
e-mail
ketubah design

fine art invitations & benchers

rabbi's name
rabbi's phone
rabbi's e-mail

In order to personalize your ketubah the following information is needed:
nusach ashkinaz or sefardi
hebrew date of wedding
before or after sunset
place of wedding in hebrew

english date of wedding
place of wedding in english

kallah (bride)
hebrew name
english name
kallah's marriage status: first marriage, divorced, convert or widow
father of kallah's hebrew name
father a cohen, levy or yisrael
chattan (groom)
hebrew name
father of chattan's hebrew name

english name
father a cohen, levy or yisrael

Each ketubah is printed individually. Here is an explanation of the process for preparing the personalized
ketubah text. The text is created with an artistic font in a adobe graphics program in 2 stages:
Stage 1 Typed Text
Preparation of text with personalization details as a typed version. The first draft will be sent by email to you
as well as your rabbi for proofing. Corrections should be made at this stage
Stage 2 Text as Image
Once the stage 1 is approved, the text will be converted to an image and fitted to the artwork so that there
are no spaces or overlapping letters. The text will again be sent for final approval, then combined with the
image and finally sent for printing. (On the rare occasion that there are major changes at stage 2 there will be
an additional charge since this requires starting the process over)
Considering the many nuances of ketubah wording, proof reading is the responsibility of the client and
Rabbi who is performing your wedding. I do my best to enter the information accurately.
Thank you for your order and I look forward to working with you!
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